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Abstract Most African countries struggle with food production and food security.6

These issues are expected to be even more severe in the face of climate change. Our7

study examines the likely impacts of climate change on agriculture with a view to8

propose directions to adapt especially in regions where it might be crucial.9

We use a crop model to evaluate the impact of various sowing decisions on the10

water satisfaction index and thus the yield of maize crop. The crop model is run for 17611

stations over southern Africa, subject to climate scenarios downscaled from 6 GCMs.12

The sensitivity of these evaluations is analysed so as to distinguish the contributions13

of sowing decisions to yield variation.14

We present results of the water satisfaction index average change from a 20 year15

control period before 2000 and a 20 year period surrounding 2050 over southern Africa.16

These results highlight some areas that will likely be affected by climate change over the17

study region. We then calculate the sowing decisions contributions to yield variation,18

first for the control period, then for the future period. The sensitivities computed19

allow us to distinguish efficient decision to be adapted and long term efficiency of20

corresponding adaptation options. In most of the studied countries rainfall expected in21

the sowing dekad is shown to contribute more significantly to the yield variation and22

appears as a long term efficient decision to adapt. We eventually discuss these results23

and an additional perspective in order to locally propose adaptation directions.24
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1 Introduction26

Several studies have focussed on the impacts of climate change on agriculture for se-27

lected areas within southern Africa. Gbetibouo and Hassan (2005) measured the eco-28

nomic impact of climate change on major South African crops. They used a Ricardian29

approach to highlight the sensitivity of yield to temperature and rainfall change based30

on the last 30 years of the 20th century. Though they concluded that net revenue might31

either increase (e.g. Free State, Northern Cape) or decrease (e.g. Gauteng, Kwazulu32

Natal), they noted that both major crops and the cropping calendar may be affected33

by climate change. More recently Walker and Schulze (2008) simulated the variability34

of yield, risk and soil organic nitrogen levels over three South African climate regions35

(Christana, Bothaville and Piet Retief). They focussed on the maize production and36

simulated the potential outcome of 9 different CO2 concentration scenarios, concluding37

that climate scenarios show negative impacts over parts of the country, especially in38

the drier western areas. Lobell et al (2008) studied crop adaptation in selected regions39

around the world using multiple General Circulation Models (GCMs). They concluded40

that southern Africa is one region that is likely to suffer negative impacts on several41

staple crops, including maize. These studies were conducted over specific regions within42

southern Africa or utilised large-scale climate data from GCMs.43

Climate change is expected to intensify existing problems in developing countries44

where communities are directly dependent on the natural environment (Parry et al,45

2001; Ziervogel et al, 2008; Brown and Funk, 2008), though, changes in climate may46

have either a positive or negative impact depending on their location and timing.47

Projected changes in temperature and rainfall will likely change the future agricultural48

activities of communities, especially in poor rural regions that depend on rain-fed crops49

(Tadross et al, 2003). Positive changes in rainfall characteristics (e.g. reduced number50

of dry spells) can increase agricultural production but negative changes would require51

adaptation measures such as changing cropping patterns. In rural regions however,52

adapting to change can be a very slow process and rural farmers can find it difficult to53

cope with the changes as they have limited resources. National and regional decision54

makers within southern Africa are thus looking for adaptation guidelines and decision55

making tools to help moderate potential negative impacts in these vulnerable regions.56

Coping with climate change raises the prospect of novel behaviour and perceptions57

to cope with changes in the climate. Risbey et al (1999) study was concerned with the58

crop type decision at the farm and national level. It shows that using seasonal forecast59

information is significantly overpassing mean, trends and hedge baseline behaviours. It60

concludes on the importance of climate information for tactical decision making. But61

these novel behaviour and perceptions may also involve changes in sowing dates, how62

sowing dates are defined, changes in the application of fertiliser and water at different63

periods of the crop growth cycle etc. (see for example FAO, 2007; Leavy et al, 2008).64

Additionally such changes will depend on the location, its local climate characteristics,65

the crop and farm management systems in order to maximise the benefit to agriculture.66

This is particularly true for rain fed agriculture in southern Africa, where yields are67

low and the success of the cropping season depends the timing of sowing relative to68

the start of the rainfall season. One of the most important decisions, therefore, is when69

to plant and the crop sowing dekad (1 dekad equals 10 days) over southern Africa70

is often chosen when rainfall exceeds certain thresholds. In our particular case, two71

parameters defining the sowing dekad are of interest, x1 which is the expected rainfall72

within the sowing dekad and x2 which is the expected rainfall within the following 273
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dekads. Our objective is to resolve how the definition of x1 and x2 should change for74

efficient adaptation under a future changed climate. To accomplish this we study the75

contribution of sowing dekad definition to simulated crop yields over southern Africa76

using a crop model, which simulates the expected crop response subject to a range of77

future climate conditions.78

Adaptation decision making is a current research focus. Clarke (2008) for example79

studied the interest of looking for minimax regret rather than looking for ’good’ adap-80

tation while the context is extremely uncertain. We agree that uncertainty takes a large81

part in the problem, and though we are aware that in this context there is no ’best’82

adaptation, we believe that looking for ’good given our current knowledge’ adaptation83

helps to give decision-maker new and accurate indicators. Pyke et al (2007) introduced84

an inventory approach that provide systematic information describing the relevant at-85

tribute of climate-related decisions. They show the relevance of understanding which86

decisions are most likely to benefit from decision support. We are following the same87

direction, though with specific methods (model simulation, evaluation and statistical88

analysis) concerned with agricultural sowing decision making. The significance of each89

sowing definition parameter is investigated using the sensitivity analysis approach in-90

troduced by Saltelli and Tarantola (1999), which allows the total contribution of each91

parameter to the output variance to be computed i.e. the variation in yield ascribable92

to x1 and x2. Both the projected control (1979-1999) and future (2046-2065) climates93

are obtained from statistically downscaled General Circulation Models, which simulate94

the response of the global climate system to increasing greenhouse gas concentrations95

under an assumed IPCC A2 SRES scenario (see Christensen et al, 2007). GCMs have96

a low spatial resolution and do not capture many small-scale features, which affect lo-97

cal climates (e.g. mountains and lakes) making it advisable to use downscaled climate98

data where possible. This fine scale data is useful as farming systems, soil types and99

vegetation also vary on fine spatial scales. Hence adaptation options can be expected100

to reflect these spatial differences. Gibbons and Ramsden (2008) are concerned with101

different decision space and temporal scales from the farm to a group of farms. He102

introduced a multi-scale integrated approach, yet the results presented for the future103

scenarios are only based on one Regional Climate Model (RCM) forced by one GCM.104

In this study we use statistically downscaled (Hewitson and Crane, 2006) data105

which includes rainfall, minimum and maximum temperatures for 176 station locations106

in southern Africa to evaluate the likely change in sowing rules for growing maize, the107

main staple crop (Smale and Jayne, 2003; Akpalu et al, 2008). The advantages of using108

statistically downscaled data are that: a) there is a greater consistency between the109

different GCM rainfall responses to anthropogenic forcing; b) hot spots where GCMs110

agree on the change can be found for smaller, climatically homogeneous regions. It111

should also be noted that whilst previous studies have mostly evaluated the impacts of112

climate change (Walker and Schulze, 2008; Lobell et al, 2008; Fischer et al, 2001), the113

focus of this paper is to evaluate the efficiency, of a restricted set of adaptation options,114

to mitigate those impacts. The method is expendable to other potential adaptation115

decisions e.g. application of fertiliser and irrigation, though only the sowing decision is116

investigated here.117
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2 Methods and data118

2.1 Crop model119

The crop model used in this study is the AgroMetShell model, developed by the Food120

and Agriculture Organization (FAO), Environment and Natural Resources Service. The121

primary reasons for selecting this model is because it has been used by the Regional122

Remote Sensing Unit (RRSU) for food security assessment (Mukhala and Hoefsloot,123

2004) and it demands less data compared to other complex models, e.g. APSIM (Keat-124

ing et al, 2003) or DSSAT (Jones et al, 2003), which require for example detailed125

soil parameters, while the AgroMetShell model requires only water holding capacity126

(representative of general soil characteristics).127

The AgroMetShell model is a water balance based model (see Doorenbos and Kas-128

sam, 1979). Water balance is the difference between the effective amounts of rainfall129

received by the crop and the amounts of water lost by the crop and the soil due to evap-130

oration, transpiration and deep infiltration (Mukhala and Hoefsloot, 2004). The Water131

Satisfaction Index WSI is calculated as the ratio of seasonal actual evapotranspira-132

tion (ETa) to the seasonal crop water requirement (equation 1). Water requirement133

(WR) is calculated from the modified Priestley and Taylor potential evapotranspira-134

tion method (see Priestley and Taylor, 1972), adjusted using crop coefficients at each135

stage of crop growth.136

WSI =
ETa

WR
∗ 100 (1)

Whenever the soil water content is above the maximum allowable depletion level,137

ETa will remain the same as the water requirement. But when the soil water level is138

below the maximum allowable depletion level, ETa will be lower than water require-139

ment in proportion to the remaining soil water content. This method was used because140

its estimated evapotranspiration values where highly correlated (not shown) with the141

recommended Penman-Monteith (Allen et al, 1998) over the study area. Required ra-142

diation values where calculated using modified Hargreaves and Samani temperature143

based model (Annandale et al, 2002; Hargreaves and Samani, 1982).144

The soil water balance technique requires that crop water availability and con-145

sumption be known, with consumption being dependent on several variables including146

temperature and radiation, all contributing to the calculation of potential evapotran-147

spiration. The crop coefficient and the start of the crop growing season, which is based148

on rainfall amount needed in a certain period for successful crop germination, are149

user-defined. The sowing dekad is defined according to the fulfilment of the following150

conditions:151

1. at least x1 (mm) rainfall falls in the sowing dekad (e.g. x1 = 25mm),152

2. and at least x2 (mm) falls in the following 2 dekads (e.g. x2 = 20mm).153

These rules describe a sowing decision process that guarantees enough moisture at154

sowing whilst avoiding a false start. Guaranteeing enough moisture (translated by x1)155

is directly related to the rainfall in the sowing dekad, and can be directly evaluated by156

the farmer. Avoiding a fatal deficit of moisture in the following 2 dekads (translated by157

x2) is not necessarily evaluable a priori by the farmer, but nevertheless is taken into158

consideration through personal expectations based on historical experiences. Because159

the crop model is actually capable of evaluating the rainfall in these following 2 dekads,160

it will make the perfect decision every time and thus simulate the potential yield. The161
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observation of change in the decision making process, as simulated with the crop model,162

is meaningful in evaluating the change in the decision making process a farmer will be163

required to make to his perceptions that are based on his experience in the field. Note164

that if this decision rule is never fulfilled within the time windows specified, no crop is165

sowed and AgroMetShell will return a missing value for the WSI simulation.166

The weather input data needed to drive the crop model include dekad precipitation167

and potential evapotranspiration. The water balance output variables produced include168

total water requirement, excess soil water, soil water deficit and water satisfaction index169

which expresses the percentage of the crop’s water requirements that are actually met170

during the initial, vegetative, flowering and ripening phases. However, as the WSI is171

the most representative of the yield, it will be our main focus in this study. The shift in172

the sowing dekad would most probably affect the temperature and radiation regimes173

experienced during the crop growth, thus impacting the phenology and the yield. This174

does not however affect the WSI and this is a known limit to our work. Even so,175

waiting for more rain, when rainfall generally increases, does not necessarily mean the176

crop being planted later. Indeed our simulations suggest a change of ± 2 dekads, which177

means that most simulations remain within the currently experienced sowing window.178

This issue is not further addressed here, but will be handled in future work by using179

more complex crop models, e.g. APSIM (Keating et al, 2003).180

The AgroMetShell model was designed for crop forecasting purposes thus several181

sources of uncertainties arises, for instance the model has a simple representation of182

soil parameter (water holding capacity) and does not take into account the irrigation,183

technological, social and economic factors like prices and fertilizer application which184

can have a major influence on final crop production. The computed values have thus to185

be interpreted carefully and we concentrate on extracting valuable information within186

this given context.187

2.2 Sensitivity analysis method188

From a formal point of view the crop model simulation process will allow us to associate189

an outcome Y = f(X, c) to X, which is the set of input parameters, and c which is190

the climate used to reach the outcome Y by simulating the model f . Uncertainty is191

involved in both the model f , which is by definition a partial representation of the192

modeled real system, and in the simulated climate c. If we assume that the crop model193

uncertainty is small in comparison to the climate scenario uncertainty, then we can194

consider the problem as stochastic, where climate is the main source of uncertainty.195

We can then perform a sensitivity analysis of simulated WSI with regard to (sowing)196

decision parameters under several future climates.197

2.2.1 Identifying the most efficient decisions for adaptation198

To explore which adaptation decisions provide for efficient adaptation to a future cli-199

mate we explore the sensitivity of WSI to the definition of sowing dekad for both the200

present and future climates. Two parameters are used to define the sowing dekad (see201

section 2.1). Throughout this paper, we call these two input parameters, x1 and x2202

such that X = {x1, x2}. The crop model simulations provide outputs (i.e. the Water203

Satisfaction Index) that are dependent on the input parameters and the climate. We204

evaluate combinations and how they affect WSI, which is assigned to a function y1205
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(x ,x )21

x1

x2

interactions

single effect

Fig. 1 FAST output simplified example : contribution percentage of single and coupled effects
of x1 and x2 on the outcome variance.

i.e. Y = {y1}. Let us consider a sequence of n climates such that the simulated climate206

c is included in [c1 . . . cn].207

Sensitivity analysis of Y as a response to X is based on the Fourier amplitude208

sensitivity test (FAST), which allows the computation of the total contribution of209

each input factor to the output’s variance. This method was introduced by Saltelli210

and Tarantola (1999) and here we use its R-project implementation (R Development211

Core Team, 2009). The analysis consists of three main steps. First an input matrix of212

all combinations to be simulated is produced. Each combination is simulated with the213

crop model, and associated with its outcome, after which it undergoes a FAST analysis.214

Figure 1 shows a simplified representation of the results computed for one station and a215

single climate representation. In this example the variance of outcome Y is due mostly216

to the single decision parameter x1, then by the combination of both x1 and x2, and217

to the least extent due to the single decision x2. According to the decision rule which218

involves x1 and x2 (see section 2.1), this specific case depicts a station where more219

than half of the crop yield variability (when x1 and x2 are varied under this particular220

climate) is due to the variation of the rainfall amount in the sowing dekad. Rainfall221

that occurs in the following 2 dekads explains only slightly more than 10% of the yield222

variability. This kind of information is useful from an adaptation point of view as it223

allows the decision maker to identify the sowing decision that should be adapted in224

order to have a noticeable effect on the desired outcome i.e. crop yield.225

The sowing decision rule defined in section 2.1 is often taken as x1 = 25mm and226

x2 = 20mm (Reason et al, 2005; Tadross et al, 2003). However, in order to explore227

both actual and potential combinations of sowing dekad parameters, we explore a228

much wider range of possible sowing dekads. We choose to consider any combination229

of (x1, x2) with the range of x1 and x2 being {0, 50}. Though neither of the four230

extreme possible combinations (x1, x2) = {(0, 0), (0, 50), (50, 0), (50, 50)} will occur in231

a practical crop sowing process, they define a decision space wide enough to assume it232

is enclosing most of the possible combinations.233

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrates the mean contribution of x1 and x2 to WSI simulated234

subject to observed climate between 1979 and 1999. WSI variability is more sensitive235

to the amount of rainfall required during the sowing dekad (x1). It contributes up to236

40% in eastern South Africa and some parts of Zimbabwe. The contribution of x2 to237

the WSI variability barely rises above 20% in most parts of southern Africa. However238

in some parts of Malawi and northern Zambia where x1 and x2 contributions are low,239

the combination (x1, x2) significantly contributes (not shown).240
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Fig. 2 Observed mean x1 fractional contri-
bution to WSI variance.
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Fig. 3 Observed mean x2 fractional contri-
bution to WSI variance.

2.2.2 Identifying changes in future decisions241

Knowing the significance of sowing dekad decision parameters under current climate242

conditions is useful, but does not necessarily remain the same in a future climate.243

Hence we evaluate the change in x1 and x2 contributions to WSI variability under244

both the downscaled GCM control and future climates detailed in section 2.3. The aim245

is to study the potential evolution of these decisions and evaluate the efficiency and246

durability of any proposed adaptations based on modifying these decision rules.247

2.3 Downscaled data248

The Hewitson and Crane (2006) downscaling technique integrates the use of artificial249

neural networks (Self Organized Maps (SOMs)). The method first derives a statisti-250

cal relationship between a small-scale feature at a particular location and large-scale251

GCM variables. SOMs allow for the categorization of specified atmospheric conditions252

at local scale (e.g. specific humidity), using a clustering process to sort groups that are253

most suited to each atmospheric condition. Detailed description of SOMs can be found254

in Hewitson and Crane (2006). Training of the SOM on atmospheric variables is done255

using NCEP reanalysis data. The next step involves performing the SOM technique256

on observational data (e.g. rainfall) to characterize the atmospheric circulation on a257

localized domain around the target location. This generates probability density func-258

tions (PDFs) for the rainfall distribution associated with each atmospheric state. The259

last part involves mapping of GCM data to a particular SOM characterization of the260

atmospheric states. This is done for each circulation state in the GCM data, randomly261

select precipitation values from the associated PDF. The downscaled output data is262

produced at each of the 176 stations shown in Figure 4 for precipitation, minimum and263

maximum temperature.264

We used downscaled climate scenarios from six GCMs : the CSIRO Atmospheric265

Research, Australia, MK3.0 Model (CSIRO3.0); the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dy-266

namics Laboratory, CM2.0 coupled climate model (GFDL); the Météo-France, Centre267

National de Recherches Météorologiques, third version of the ocean-atmosphere model,268

CM3 Model (CNRM); the Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis, third269

generation coupled global climate model (CCCMA); the NASA Goddard Institute for270
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Fig. 4 Mean WSI simulated from observed
climates 1979 to 1999.
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Fig. 5 Average number of crop failure for
the control period 1979-1999.

Table 1 WSI relationships to yield and crop performance

Expected percentage of Classification WSI

maximum (potential) yield of Crop Performance

100 Very good 100
90-100 Good 95-99
50-90 Average 80-94
20-50 Mediocre 60-79
10-20 Poor 50-59
<10 Failure <50

Space Studies, ModelE20/Russell (GISS); and the Max Planck Institute for Meteorol-271

ogy, Germany, ECHAM5 (ECHAM).272

Figure 4 shows the mean maize WSI calculated using the observed climate data for273

the 1979 to 1999 period. The region can be split into approximately three sub-areas.274

The first area covers Zambia, Malawi, northern Zimbabwe and northern Mozambique275

and has a high mean WSI (above 80%) which relates to high yields (see table 1).276

The second region covers a wide strip from the northern Namibia to the north eastern277

parts of South Africa, through northern Botswana and parts of southern Zimbabwe,278

southern Mozambique, Swaziland and Lesotho; here the mean WSI is about between279

50-60% suggesting yields are on average poor. The third region covers parts of southern280

Namibia, south west Botswana and western South Africa: WSI is observed to be below281

40 which indicates complete crop failure and unsuitability for growing maize.282

AgroMetShell returns a missing value of WSI if the defined sowing dekad is not met283

within a set time period. For instance the time window for sowing dekad calculation284

was set to be any dekad between 1st august to end of March. Not surprisingly the285

dry arid regions to the south west (lowest WSI values in figure 4) most often fail to286

simulate a valid WSI. The mean number of these failures (out of 1000 simulations)287

for all the years is indicated in figure 5. Whilst this suggests that model simulations288

in these regions should be ignored, the large number of crop failure, either due to289

the unfulfilled requirement of the sowing decision rule or due to the achievement of a290

WSI lower than 50, describe the current situation and promotes confidence that the291

crop model responses are accurate. Furthermore whilst maize is not cropped over the292

arid parts of southern Namibia and western South Africa at present, this is not to say293

that these regions may be more viable in a future climate. Thus, simulating regions294

or conditions that do not currently grow maize is necessary to deal with potentially295
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erage of 6 GCMs).
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Fig. 7 Model agreement on the sign accord-
ing to the WSI mean change (figure 6).

new climatic conditions in the future (e.g. it can help us consider changes in cultivars296

and/or re-localisation of crops). Since the future climate could decrease WSI over297

current good yield areas, or increase WSI over poor or failing areas, we choose to make298

no distinction between whether a crop fails with WSI = 10 or with WSI = 30. We299

translated this decision rule by substituting and setting all results with WSI below 50,300

including missing values, to WSI = 50, in accordance to the failure threshold proposed301

by the FAO (Frère and Popov, 1986) and outlined in table 1.302

3 Results303

The results presented below are based on the average of 1000 simulations of AgroMet-304

Shell (using different parameter combinations) for each year of the control (21 years)305

and future (20 years) climates of each of the 6 downscaled GCMs and for each of the306

176 stations available across southern Africa. Any WSI response below 50 is assumed307

to represent crop failure (see table 1) and the results are shown as the average of the 6308

GCMs and for each control and future climate. We firstly demonstrate expected changes309

in WSI (future-control), and whether the GCMs agree on simulating this change. We310

then present the contribution of x1 and x2 to WSI variability in the control climates311

and compare it with those contributions under future climate conditions.312

3.1 Simulated changes in WSI313

Figure 6 shows the difference between average WSI from the 6 GCMs simulated for314

the 20-year future climate (2046-2065) and WSI as an average of the 6 GCMs for315

the 20-year control climate (1979-1998). The results indicate three broadly consistent316

regions of change. Two regions where WSI is expected to increase are eastern South317

Africa and northern Zambia, where WSI is expected to improve by approximately 5%.318

Over northern Zambia WSI is already high (see figure 4). The eastern parts of South319

Africa, however, indicate much lower WSI values where an increase in WSI could be320

beneficial. The central and southern parts of Zimbabwe, however, are expected to face321

a reduction in WSI, which is potentially problematic as these regions are clearly on322

the threshold of crop failure. Negative impacts on crop production in this region will323

need suitable adaptation options.324
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Figure 7 shows the number of GCMs which agree on the sign (+/
−

) of change in325

WSI as indicated in figure 6. Except for a few stations where the models disagree on326

the sign of change, at least 5 of the GCMs agree on the positive impacts in Zambia and327

eastern South Africa, while 4 GCMs or more agree on the negative impact expected in328

the central and southern regions of Zimbabwe.329

These results have to be considered in

relation to crop failure (sowing condi-

tions never met or WSI below 50). We

observed earlier (figure 5) that the fre-

quency of such failure for the GCM

control climates are realistic. The mean

change in crop failures from the control

to the future period is plotted in figure

8. Though there is a consistent increase

over the arid area of south Namibia and

west South Africa, the rest of the region

indicates less frequent crop failures, ex-

cept for little change over south Mozam-

bique and Zimbabwe.
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Fig. 8 Change in average number of crop
failures (future-control).

Comparison with figure 6 suggests that whilst the mean increase in WSI over330

eastern South Africa is associated with more frequent crop opportunities, the decrease331

in mean WSI over south Zimbabwe is not necessarily associated with more cropping332

failures. The increases in cropping opportunities reflect a general increase in rainfall333

and length of the rainfall season in the downscaled climate data over these regions.334

3.2 Control climate WSI sensitivity to sowing parameters335

Figure 9 shows the x1 mean contribution to WSI variability across all 6 GCM control336

climates, and figure 10 shows the corresponding x2 contribution. The contribution of x1337

using observed weather data (figure 2) also shows very high values over central northern338

Zimbabwe and east South Africa, with lower contributions to the west. The contribution339
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Fig. 11 Change in WSI sensitivity to x1.
Mean difference (future-control) for all 6
GCMs.
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Fig. 12 Change in WSI sensitivity to x2.
Mean difference (future-control) for all 6
GCMs.

of x2 in the GCM control climates also reflects that in the observations (figure 3), except340

with higher contributions over northern Mozambique and Malawi. The downscaled341

GCM control simulations, therefore, well represent the observed sensitivity of WSI to342

the definition of x1 and x2, especially over Zimbabwe, eastern South Africa and further343

west.344

The results also indicate that x1 contributes as much as 40% to the variation345

in WSI over eastern South Africa, while the x2 contribution is below 15%, whilst346

over central Zimbabwe the x1 contribution is above 30% while the x2 contribution is347

around 10%. Clearly in these regions the definition of x1 is important. Over southern348

Zimbabwe, Limpopo and further west, however, the contribution of both single x1 and349

single x2 is small, implying that the combined effect of the two parameters is the most350

significant contributor to WSI variability.351

3.3 Future climate WSI sensitivity to sowing parameters352

Any decision that may be taken in anticipation of future climate change impacts should353

also take into account potential changes in the ability of these decisions to mitigate354

the impact in a future climate i.e. its effectiveness may change under different climate355

conditions. Figures 11 and 12 show the mean change in WSI sensitivity to x1 and356

x2 respectively between the downscaled GCM control (1979-1998) and future (2046-357

2065) climates. The contribution of x1 increases over most regions, especially so over358

northern Namibia and eastern South Africa, whereas the x2 contribution to WSI359

variation increases slightly in regions further east, and up to 10% in the northern360

Malawi.361

Generally the sensitivity to x1, which is already high in the control climates (figure362

9) is increased in the future climate. In the case of eastern South Africa and central363

Zimbabwe the increase in x1 and x2 contributions increase the total contribution of the364

two parameters close to 50%, which suggests that we can propose efficient adaptation365

options based on x1 and x2, in order to mitigate the negative impact expected in this366

region (see figure 6). Over Malawi, however, the relative effectiveness of x1 decreases in367

the future climate, whereas the effectiveness of x2 increases. Whilst there is little mean368

change in WSI (figure 6) this still implies that the sowing decision will need adapting369

in the future.370
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Fig. 13 Simulated WSI dependence on x1

at Harare (Zimbabwe) under different con-
trol and future climates.
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Fig. 14 Simulated WSI dependence on x2

at Harare (Zimbabwe) under different con-
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4 Discussion371

Given the demonstrated ability of the sowing parameters to affect simulated yields and372

the change in their effectiveness in a different climate, the question is often raised about373

which decision to adapt and if so in what way to adapt the decision. As an example,374

figures 13 and 14 demonstrate (for Harare, Zimbabwe) the variation in WSI with both375

the x1 and x2 sowing parameters for both control and future climates. The decrease in376

WSI from the control climate to the future climate is seen as a shift of the maximum377

WSI reached for each period, which is of the order 3% in both figures 13 and 14. The378

variation of the maximum WSI in both figures also reveals that the variation of x1379

is contributing to changes of up to 5% along the crest of the highest WSI during the380

control period, while x2 is not contributing more than 3% change. Under the future381

climate, the x1 contribution to WSI change is quite similar, while the x2 contribution382

is much less than under the control climate i.e. maximum WSI varies little with x2383

in the future period. It is also clear from figures 13 and 14 that beyond a certain limit384

(approximately 30mm) variation in x2 has little effect on WSI, whereas x1 continues385

to affect WSI at all values below 50mm.386

Earlier we saw that the x1 sowing parameter can produce effective changes over387

Zimbabwe if adapted, and that this adaptation capacity will likely last. If we can388

assume that farmers are taking the best decisions that can be taken at present, these389

decisions are represented in figure 13 by the maximum control climate WSI, marked390

A. Furthermore, if we can assume that the best sowing decisions in the future climate391

will be about the maximum future climate WSI, marked B, then this implies a change392

in the sowing decision parameter x1 in the future. Whilst we do not want to put393

fixed and limiting values to this shift (it will depend on both the range of climate394

scenarios and aspects of crop model parametrisation), it gives the decision maker a fair395

idea of the direction in which to adapt decisions. For the Harare example, figure 13396

shows that expected rainfall within the sowing dekad will likely need to be increased to397

eventually reach the higher WSI possible in the future period. Except for the arid south398

western area, a slight increase in rainfall is expected. This increase in available water for399

agriculture would explain the general though slight increase in cropping opportunities.400

However temperatures are also expected to increase, especially at the end of the dry401

season, thus increasing evapotranspiration before planting. In such conditions the best402
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WSI are simulated when sowing is delayed until more rain falls, thus overcoming the403

increases in evapotranspiration.404

In this paper we have presented an approach for assessing the effectiveness of deci-405

sions related to adaptation in the agriculture sector over southern Africa. As an example406

of the approach we have used some of the latest downscaled climate change scenarios407

from multiple GCMs and a crop model, combined with a sensitivity analysis to show408

how decisions related to sowing can affect yields and how the effectiveness of these409

decisions may change in a future climate. This new approach involves identification of410

significant decision parameters, i.e. decision parameters that will make a difference in411

the expected yield if adapted. Given our 2-decision parameter case study, it was shown412

that over most regions of southern Africa the water amount required during the sowing413

dekad of the decision process (x1) contributes more to yield variation than the water414

amount required during the following 2 dekads (x2). From a practical point of view415

this means that if we want to be efficient at changing the expected yield, then we have416

a better chance of success by adapting x1.417

The contribution of the x1 decision parameter to WSI variability was also shown418

to increase in the future climate over many regions, including Zimbabwe and eastern419

South Africa. Over eastern South Africa WSI was projected to increase whereas over420

Zimbabwe it was projected to decrease, implying that adaptation will be necessary421

over Zimbabwe and that x1 is a potentially efficient adaptation tool both now and in422

the future. Even though a beneficial increase in WSI is simulated over eastern South423

Africa, the need for adaptation will depend on the farming system (e.g. irrigated, non-424

irrigated) and how close they are to critical thresholds of climate. If new opportunities425

become available, they also may be close to these critical thresholds, and in either426

case adapting x1 is suggested as a potentially useful mitigation measure. Over Malawi,427

however, the ratio between x1 and x2 is changing in a completely different way in the428

future than it is experienced in the current climate. This provides the decision maker429

with the warning that (1) an efficient current adaptation might not be efficient for a430

long time, and (2) that the decision process by itself, even if no production decrease is431

to be expected, is likely to change from current ’optimal’ decisions to reach the highest432

WSI. This clearly demonstrates that seeking adaptation options in the current climate433

e.g. to current climate variability, is not necessarily the most effective way to mitigate434

against the impacts of future climate change.435

In general, this approach allows any decision-maker to center his/her interest and436

efforts on a small ensemble of decisions that are currently making a significant difference437

with regard to his/her objectives. In this way we can investigate the effectiveness of any438

decision given current and future climates, as long as the effect of that decision on the439

decision-makers objectives can be simulated e.g. in this case using a crop model. We440

could, for example, study the contribution to yield variation of irrigation or changing441

crops in an area expected to be drier in the future. Some areas might show that changing442

irrigation procedures will have the highest impact on expected yields, while other areas443

might show that changing crops is a more effective adaptation.444

5 Conclusion445

Our study has presented a new approach to help decision makers assess adaptation446

options for agriculture in southern Africa. An example of the approach, using only two447

decision parameters which together decide the sowing dekad, indicates three important448
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aspects related to adaptation: (1) it highlights which of the two parameters is most449

likely to impact yields if adapted; (2) using future climates it was possible to show if450

this adaptation would likely be effective in the future and (3) it indicates how to adapt451

these decision parameters so as to keep yields as high as possible in the absence of452

other adaptation.453

In the southern Africa context, where food production is already a risky activity for454

many smallholder farmers, who are constrained by water management and economics,455

yet whose ability to produce food might be stressed further by climate change, being456

able to focus on effective decisions for adaptation can help to make adaptation possible457

and efficient. However, before advise on adaptation can be given it will be necessary to458

explore other possible objectives (maximising yields may not be the main priority), as459

well as other decisions that affect those objectives. The results presented here are only460

applicable for the case of maximising yields by shifting sowing dekads. Furthermore461

these results are dependent on the accuracy of the crop model, its ability to translate462

the effect of changing decisions and uncertainty in the climate change scenarios. In463

this regard future work will encompass a wider range of downscaled GCMs, emissions464

scenarios and crop models which include the potential effects of changing crops and465

the application of fertiliser and irrigation.466
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